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Introduction
20 November 2014 marked the 25th anniversary of the United Nations Convention on
the Rights of the Child (UNCRC). The most ratified human rights charter in the world, it
calls on Governments to ensure that the rights of the child are promoted and respected.
It also states that children have the right to express their views. Ireland ratified the
UNCRC in 1992.
The major national event described in this report was a celebration of the first quarter
century of the UNCRC, combined with a showcase of the work of 31 Comhairlí na nÓg.
Comhairle na nÓg are child and youth councils in all local authority areas in Ireland,
and are the recognised national structure for children and young people (under the
age of 18) to have a voice in the development of local services and policies. Comhairle
na nÓg were established in 2001 under the National Children’s Strategy (2000) to give
expression to Article 12 of the UNCRC, which states: ‘States Parties shall assure to the
child who is capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views
freely in all matters affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in
accordance with the age and maturity of the child’ (United Nations, 1989).
A total of 500 young people aged 12-17 and 150 adult decision-makers attended
the 20 November 2014 event.
The Taoiseach, Mr Enda Kenny TD, and the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs,
Dr James Reilly TD, spoke at the event.
To mark the importance of the occasion, the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Health and
Children was in session in the event venue at the start of the day, and young people
made presentations to the Committee.
During the afternoon, 500 young people discussed the opportunities and challenges
they experience in having a say in decisions on issues that affect their lives. They voted
on the aspects of the lives of young people in which they most need to have a say. The
outcome of the vote will be followed up at the next session of Dáil na nÓg, which is the
Irish national youth parliament.
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Children and young people’s participation
in decision-making
The participation of children and young people in public and private life – and specifically
their active, meaningful involvement in decision-making around matters that affect them
– has evolved considerably since the initial ratification of the UNCRC (United Nations,
1992). Drawing on methodological and case study literature that had been emerging
since the 1970s, which demonstrated various approaches and the limitations of those
approaches (e.g., Hart, 1992; Lansdown, 2001), the development of culturally compatible
techniques to promote and practise youth participation has been to the forefront of
recent developments in Ireland, and abroad (Lansdown, 2006; Martin et al, 2015).
Most notably, since the implementation of the first Irish National Children’s Strategy
(Department of Health and Children, 2000) the adoption of inclusive approaches to
participation has resulted in engaging young people directly in negotiating or directing
the form of participation and the boundaries, if any, to be set. There is emerging evidence
that meaningful participation is positive for young people and also for the practice or
policy development process being addressed (de Róiste et al, 2012; Martin et al., 2015).
Comhairlí na nÓg form one part of an ongoing commitment to young people’s
participation in Ireland, while the Showcase and workshop described here are an example
of how such a participative approach can be applied to specific circumstances.

Comhairle na nÓg
Comhairle na nÓg are child and youth councils in the 31 local authority areas in Ireland.
They were established by the City and County Development Boards in 2001 as part of
the National Children’s Strategy (2000) to give children and young people a voice in
the development of local services and policies. They are now the responsibility of the
31 Local Authorities. Comhairle na nÓg aim to provide a forum for children and young
people to discuss local and national issues of relevance to them. They are recognised
as the official structures for the participation of children and young people in the
development of policies and services.
Throughout Ireland, Comhairle na nÓg provide a way to ensure that children and young
people’s voices are heard in two ways. Frequently, the Comhairle acts as a consultative
forum where local agencies and decision-makers request the formal or informal input of
the Comhairle to plans, policies and proposals being considered in the region or locality.
The Comhairlí also operate to give children and young people a voice by enabling them
to raise their own issues and prioritise their own concerns. Comhairle na nÓg members
are facilitated to work on topics of relevance and interest to children and young people
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using tools ranging from information discovery, advocacy and materials production to
marketing and lobbying.
The Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) oversees and supports the
operation of Comhairle na nÓg through its Comhairle na nÓg Development Fund. This
fund is awarded under good practice criteria on an annual basis to Local Authorities to
support the running of Comhairle na nÓg. The Comhairle na nÓg Development Fund
is managed by Pobal in cooperation with DCYA. Analytical data on progress achieved
under the fund are collected by Pobal, and are evaluated by DCYA, as part of the
application and reporting process. A Comhairle na nÓg annual report, containing key
statistical data is compiled and made publicly available.1
DCYA also funds three regional Participation Officers who offer advice, support and
training directly to Comhairlí, and also to the local Comhairle na nÓg coordinators.
Other supports provided to Comhairlí include the Comhairle na nÓg Toolkit, which
includes guidance on how to operate a Comhairle and how to work on specific topics
within Comhairle groups. Each Local Authority is responsible for having an effective
Comhairle na nÓg. Many Local Authorities also provide funding for Comhairle na nÓg.
In some areas, coordination of Comhairle na nÓg is the responsibility of local authority
staff. In other areas, the Local Authority employs the services of youth organisations or
services to assist with the organisation of the Comhairle na nÓg.
Comhairle na nÓg Showcase
The first Comhairle na nÓg Showcase was held in November 2012 in the Croke Park
Conference Centre in Dublin, and was hosted by DCYA on behalf of the then Minister
for Children and Youth Affairs, Frances Fitzgerald, TD. The purpose of the event was to
showcase and celebrate the work of Comhairle na nÓg, demonstrate the contribution
of the Comhairlí na nÓg throughout Ireland to civic society, and to facilitate Comhairlí to
network and advocate with one another and with practitioners, planners, politicians and
policy-makers from their own local areas, and nationally. The second biennial Showcase
took place in November 2014, and was also held in the Croke Park Conference Centre.

1

See http://www.dcya.gov.ie/viewdoc.asp?Docid=3484&CatID=13&mn=&StartDate=1+January+2015.
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The Comhairle na nÓg National Showcase and
Celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child
The Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) was adopted by the United
Nations in November 1989, and was ratified by Ireland in 1992. In order to mark the
25th anniversary of the UNCRC, the 2014 Comhairle na nÓg Showcase theme was a
celebration of the rights and the voice of children and young people. Some 500 young
people travelled from all parts of Ireland to the Croke Park Conference Centre to attend
the Showcase. Also in attendance were a range of social, youth and health workers,
key public servants, educationalists, representatives from the voluntary and community
sector and public representatives. The running order for the day is set out in Appendix 2.
The Showcase was planned by a steering committee comprising members of the DCYA
Citizen Participation Unit; coordinators and young members of Comhairle na nÓg, and
young members of the Comhairle na nÓg National Executive. All aspects of the event
were discussed and agreed at meetings of the Steering Committee. The views of young
members of the Steering Committee were given prominence when deciding the main
focus of the opening ceremony, as the objective was to bring the experience of young
people to the forefront. In addition, a number of separate, dedicated sessions were held
with young people on the committee to discuss and pilot methodologies to be used
during the workshop discussions at the event. Thus, the participation of young people
in the planning process was ensured.
This report was commissioned by the DCYA Citizen Participation Unit to document
the Comhairle na nÓg Showcase 2014 and, in particular, to present the findings from
the workshop with young people conducted on the day of the Showcase. A research
team from the Health Promotion Research Centre at NUI Galway was provided with
documentation in advance, and also attended the Showcase. The sources of data used
to inform this report were as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary documentation circulated to facilitators and attendees
Observation notes taken of the overall management of the workshop process
Observation notes taken of specific, randomly selected tables
Notes of interactions with event organisers and attendees
Photographs taken during the workshop process
Completed placemats created by each individual table
Outcomes of the voting process undertaken at each table
Minutes of Steering Group planning meetings supplied by DCYA
Telephone interview with Participation Officer
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Children and young people’s participation in decision-making

The programme for the 2014 Showcase comprised four main sections:
1. Showcase of the work of the individual Comhairle na nÓg
2. Opening ceremony and presentations
3. Workshop discussions
4. Closing ceremony
While this document focuses on the workshop, the Showcase and the opening and
closing ceremonies described below provide an important context for the workshop
and the findings that emerged from it.

Showcase of the work of the individual Comhairle na nÓg
The Showcase took the form of stands with pop-up visual aids from each Comhairle.
The stands were situated in a large open space, with plenty of room for attendees
to visit each stand and talk to members of the individual Comhairle na nÓg. Each
Comhairle presented information on its work over the previous two years through
the use of written and visual materials. Some Comhairlí na nÓg also presented audiovisual material and products that had been developed as part of their work together.
The ‘recent work of the Comhairle’ theme was chosen by the young people on the
event Steering Committee. Figure 1 shows two photographs displayed on the Wicklow
Comhairle na nÓg Showcase stand.

Figure 1: The Great Wicklow Youth Survey presented by Wicklow Comhairle na nÓg at the 2014 Showcase
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Each Comhairle was invited to participate in the production of a 40-page booklet
highlighting the two-year work cycle of individual Comhairlí. The Comhairle na nÓg
Guidebook 1989-2014: 25th Anniversary of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (DCYA 2014) was distributed to individual Comhairlí as well as to all
the politicians and adult decision-makers who attended the Showcase event.2
The Showcase also included a digital display of examples of the work being carried out by
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting and supporting children’s rights.
Government departments, State agencies and child and youth organisations were asked
to provide examples of their projects, events, and ongoing work for and with children,
which demonstrate how the rights of children are supported and promoted. A full list of
the organisations that provided material for this display is set out in Appendix 4.
Opening ceremony
The opening ceremony commenced with drummers leading everyone from the
Showcase area into the main hall. The MC for the day was the radio and television
presenter Kathryn Thomas. The event began with a procession of 42 young people
carrying individual placards displaying the articles contained in the UNCRC. These articles
were written in child-friendly-language, which had been piloted with a group of young
people prior to their use at the Showcase event (see Appendix 3 for the full list of rights,
in child-friendly language). Each right was read out from the stage by two members of
Comhairle na nÓg. The placards were exhibited on the stage until the conclusion of the
day’s proceedings. Following the opening speech by the Taoiseach, Mr Enda Kenny, TD,
three young people spoke about how having the right to a voice through Comhairle
na nÓg had transformed their lives. The final speaker in this section of the proceedings
was the Chairperson of the Children’s Rights Alliance, Mr Paul Gilligan. His speech was
followed by a video presentation that had been commissioned to highlight the work of
each Comhairle na nÓg in Ireland.3
The video presentation was followed by a speech by the Minister for Children and Youth
Affairs, Dr James Reilly, TD. Among the topics covered were the rights of children in
Ireland; how they have developed over time; progress made in the implementation of
the UNCRC; the role of DCYA and Comhairle na nÓg in particular in that progress; and
advances in the expression of children’s rights that are yet to come.

2

The Comhairle na nÓg Guidebook 1989-2014: 25th Anniversary of the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child (DCYA 2014) is available on request from citizenparticipation@dcya.gov.ie.

3

This seven-minute video is available to view on the Comhairle na nÓg website, www.comhairlenanog.ie.
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Workshop discussions
The Workshop discussions section of this report describes the processes and procedures
employed during the workshop; how the themes discussed were developed, and the
decisions taken about the methodologies used. The data generated by young people are
presented. All of these data focus on aspects of their lives where they perceive they have
decision-making powers as well as aspects where they would like to have more say.
Closing ceremony
The closing ceremony took place immediately after the workshop ended. All participants
entered the main hall for this plenary session to the sound of music, and the atmosphere
was positive and energetic throughout. As with the opening session, radio and television
presenter Kathryn Thomas acted as MC. The work of the National Executive was outlined
by two members of the executive, who described their main roles and activities in 2014.
This was followed by a report from two other members of the National Executive on
the day’s workshop. They presented the results of the overall vote on topics that young
people wished to have a say on, with a focus on the top three topics which emerged
from that vote: ‘Education and school’, ‘Being myself’ and ‘Transport and travel’.
These presentations were followed by a short video on very-seldom-heard young people,
which was produced by the Ombudsman for Children’s Office. Representatives from
each of the Comhairlí attending were then invited to approach the stage to receive
a certificate celebrating their contribution to the 2014 Showcase. The certificates
were presented by Anne O’Donnell, Head of Citizen Participation, DCYA, and Kathryn
Thomas, and were followed by a photo session. This part of the ceremony was greeted
with enthusiasm by the Showcase event participants, who clapped and cheered for each
other throughout.
In a change to the scheduled programme, the Showcase concluded with short
presentations from Anne O’Donnell and Kathryn Thomas. Those who contributed to
the planning and execution of the event were thanked, and the work of the Comhairle
members and their mentors and supporters was praised and encouraged.
A short video on the event is available for viewing at www.comhairlenanog.ie.
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Making our voices heard

Workshops
All young people attending the event took part in an afternoon workshop session that
placed a particular emphasis on children’s rights and having their voices heard. Seven
specific themes were generated in advance by the Showcase 2014 Steering Committee
through a facilitated, consensus-building workshop. This process is described below, and
is based on minutes of the Steering Committee meetings provided by DCYA, as well as
follow-up discussions with members of the Steering Committee and DCYA staff. The
decisions on which themes to include were made by representative young people from
Comhairlí across Ireland.

Developing the methodologies
As noted above, young people who were members of individual Comhairlí na nÓg or
members of the Comhairle na nÓg National Executive fully participated in the planning
of the Showcase. A specific planning meeting focused on the development of the
methodology and the approach to be taken at the workshop. This took the form of a
consensus-building workshop, facilitated by the DCYA Citizen Participation Unit. Young
people explored answers to the question ‘Which aspects of young people’s lives do
they want to have a say on?’ on individual cards, which were subsequently collected
and sorted into groups, and from which the themes for the workshop were identified
through a process of discussion and prioritisation.
The seven prioritised themes were: ‘Being myself’, ‘Community and facilities’, ‘Education
and school’, ‘Health and well-being’, ‘Life at home’, ‘Social life’ and ‘Transport and
travel’. Prior to attending the Showcase, each young person chose the theme of
most interest to them. At the event, they were assigned to a table which discussed
their preferred theme. The specific wording of the question posed in the workshop
discussions had been developed by young people who were members of the Steering
Committee.
The methods employed for the conduct of the workshop, the wording of the questions
posed, and the approach to data reduction were all agreed by consensus between
the young people and the Participation Officers on the event Steering Committee.
The various workshop elements agreed included the design and presentation of the
placemats used for data collection (see Figure 2), and the approach taken to the final
voting stages of the data reduction process (see below for detail).
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Workshop process
The workshop took place in a single large space in the Croke Park Conference Centre.
Each table was provided with a ‘placemat’ designed to facilitate discussion on the
theme and the recording of young people’s views. All tables were mixed by gender and
by the geographical origins of the participating young people. A detailed record of the
workshop process is set out in Appendix 5. An example of a blank placemat is presented
in Figure 2.

ay

Do

n

ve a s a y

A lre a d y h

av

as

ha

e

’t

b

H
ut a ve
ay t
ne a bit of a s m en
eds
i m p r ove

Figure 2: Blank placemat

The young people were encouraged to write in the ‘pizza slices’ which aspects of
their lives, under the given theme, they felt were most appropriate for one of three
sections: ‘Already have a say’, ‘Have a bit of say, but would like more’, ‘Don’t have a
say’. Each facilitator worked with two tables of young people on the process of data
generation and recording. A briefing meeting was held before the start of the event
for all facilitators, and detailed briefing notes were provided to guide the work of the
facilitators (see Appendix 6). Figure 3 shows young people working on the placemats
during the event.
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Figure 3: Working on the placemats during the event

Validation
Once completed – with text written in each of the three ‘pizza slices’, and having
secured agreement within the group on the content – the placemats were swapped
between tables, and apportioned according to themes, so that each table of young
people was given a placemat that had already been completed by another group. Each
table was encouraged to consider the content of the placemat created by the other
table, and to add to that content if they wished. The placemats were then returned to
the tables where they had originally been created, so that the young people there could
analyse what the other table had added to their original content. Figure 4 shows the
placemats being swapped between tables.

Figure 4: Placemats being swapped between tables

Voting
The next stage of the process involved voting for the top issues. This was conducted
at each table independently, and comprised two stages. First, each young person used
coloured stickers to vote for the three issues they felt were most important. Second,
each young person was provided with a voting card and asked to cast their vote on
which of the seven overall themes they considered were most important to them.
Observations and commentary on the workshop process are set out in Appendix 7.
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Data management
All data collected were transported by the research team from the conference centre to
the research centre, where they were sorted, labelled and catalogued. The observation
notes were typed up by the individual researchers who had made these notes at the
event. Photographs were coded and stored electronically. Voting outcomes were
electronically recorded in Excel.
The text collected from the placemats comprised the largest component of the data
requiring detailed management. The specific procedures adopted for data analysis are
set out in Appendix 8.
The following section of this report presents a summary of the data collected from
the placemats.
Three sets of analyses were conducted on these data. Data from each of the seven
themes were managed separately by pairs of researchers. Within themes, all comments
were examined and thematically analysed, and this resulted in each comment being
allocated to a specific category. The titles of the categories were assigned via consensus
by the research team. The number of comments within each category, and for each
section of each theme, was noted. The most frequent categories are presented below.
The full frequency tables for each theme are set out in Appendix 10.
The researchers examined the findings from the ‘sticky dot’ voting by theme. The issues
that received votes were categorised in order to identify higher-order dimensions of
importance to the young people. This set of analyses aimed to identify the aspects
of young people’s lives where their voice is important to them. There are similarities
across themes in relation to these emerging higher-order dimensions, just as there
are similarities across and within themes in relation to the initial categorisation of the
comments. The categorisation was carried out by the research team, and the titles of
the categories were assigned by the research team to represent the content of the
categories. In presenting these dimensions, we have used direct quotations and original
spellings from the comments on the placemats that received votes from the young
people, in order to help explain what the category consists of.
The final set of voting data was collected when the young people each cast a single
vote for the theme they considered the most important. These data were counted and
tabulated, and the final results of this vote are presented in the Findings section below.
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Findings
The findings emerging from the workshop presented here begin with a summary of the
placemats data and a summary of the final voting on themes. These are presented first,
in order to provide an overall picture of the data. The bulk of the findings relate to the
comments that were written on the placemats. These data are presented and discussed
following the summaries set out below.

Placemats summary
A total of 50 placemats were collected. Each of these focused on one of seven themes.
The young people participating in the workshop had been asked to indicate in advance
which of the seven themes they wished to work on. As they did not choose them in
equal measure, the number of placemats generated varied by theme as follows:
Table 1: Number of placemats by theme

Theme

Number of
placemats

Being myself

10

Education and school

9

Life at home

9

Social life

8

Community and facilities

6

Transport and travel

5

Health and well-being

3

Total number of placemats

50

As Table 1 shows, the first finding, ‘Being myself’ was the most popular theme. It was
followed closely by ‘Life at home’, ‘Education and school’ and ‘Social life’.

Voting summary
At the end of the workshop, 419 young people cast their personal vote on which of the
seven themes was most important to them. Table 2 presents the outcome of the voting
count.
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Findings

Table 2: Final count from the voting for themes

Theme

Votes

Education and school

121

Being myself

76

Transport and travel

67

Health and well-being

57

Community and facilities

49

Social life

33

Life at home

16

Total number of votes

419

Table 2 demonstrates that the theme ‘Education and school’ was favoured by a
considerable margin over the other six themes. Of note is the change in the hierarchy
of the themes between Table 1 (which indicates which theme the young people chose
to work on in advance of the workshop) and Table 2 (which indicates the perceived
importance of the theme at the end of the workshop). The themes ‘Health and wellbeing’ and ‘Transport and travel’ both increased notably in the hierarchy, whereas ‘Life
at home’ and ‘Social life’ decreased.
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Thematic analysis of the placemat data
The data collected on the placemats were first collapsed by theme. As data reduction
did not form part of the workshop protocol, the categorisation was made by the
research team, with two researchers working on this aspect of the analysis using content
analysis. In many cases, the final terms were provided directly by participants, and
their language was used where it was agreed that the terms were sufficiently broad or
inclusive to represent the specific items in the category. In other cases, the name was
assigned by the research team via consensus.
Within themes, a thematic analysis was conducted to categorise the data. Different
categories emerged within different themes, but there was some overlap. For example,
the issue of school was raised in a number of themes, and thus the category of school
appears under more than one theme. In addition, in a number of instances the same
issues were raised under different sections of the same theme. For example, the issue
of school appears under all three sections (‘Already have a say’, ‘Have a bit of say, but
would like more’, ‘Don’t have a say’).
The following tables present the number of comments classified into the five most
frequent categories under the seven themes, by section. These are presented in the
order of the final voting showed in Table 2. The full frequency tables, by theme and
section, are set out in Appendix 10.

Education and school
Nine tables considered the theme ‘Education and school’, and voted on the most
important issues that young people wanted to have a say on, under this theme.
Table 3: Most frequent categories of comments on ‘Education and school’, by placemat section

Already have
a say

No.

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

37
22

Subject choice
School timetable

50
25

24

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more
Subject choice
What happens
in class
Food

Subject choice
Student council

37
29

Extra-curricular
activities
Transition year

14

Dress code/uniform

22

11

Student council

11

20

9

Extra-curricular
activities

11

Individual
appearance
Teachers

Subject level

14

19

Thematic analysis of the placemat data

The category of subject choice emerged as the most frequent category in which young
people already have a say, in which they have a bit of say, but would like more, and in
which they don’t have a say. For the most part, the issues raised in all three sections
were very similar. For some young people there appears to be quite a bit of choice
in terms of their school subjects – they take optional subjects, creative subjects, and
subjects they ‘like’, and they perceive that they have the opportunity to change their
subject choices. However, participants also highlighted a lack of choice in terms of some
subjects, such as languages, religion and physical education.
Classroom activities also featured strongly in terms of what young people would like to
have more say on. This included the curriculum as well as teaching style and methods.
The food available also ranked highly, and participants commented that they would like
access to more healthy food and more variety of food. The issue of other co-curricular
activities was also raised; it included the range and availability of extra-curricular
activities and the desire to have more input into student councils.
Voting on ‘Education and school’
The issues considered most important for young people to have a say on, under the
theme ‘Education and school’, were subsequently classified by the research team into
the following categories:

• subject choice (‘what subjects are actually available in school’, ‘have a choice in
subject choices but some schools don’t provide subjects wanted’, ‘subject choices
– sometimes you may have to choose between A & B but may not be able to do
A & B’, ‘subject choices’, ‘religion is mandatory and no choice not to do it as an
exam choice’, ‘gender oriented subjects, i.e. no woodwork in an all-girls school/
no home ec. in an all-boys school’, ‘project maths’, ‘studying religion in some
schools’)

• teachers (‘what teachers we have’, teachers that aren’t good at what they
do should really be let go’, ‘style of learning that we acquire from teachers!’,
‘teachers that teach us’, ‘teachers – some teachers are not up to scratch with
there teaching skills – there is no process for complaint and improvement – if
someone has a bad teacher they just have to deal with it’, ‘cannot give feedback
on opinions or make changes in regards to teaching quality’)

• student participation (‘student council needs to do more and have more of an
impact’, ‘student council system’, ‘choices of which poem/novel/play that we
study for leaving and junior cert!’, ‘where school money goes – the students
should have a say in where it is spent’)
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• structural matters (‘length of classes’, ‘transition year programme’, ‘leaving cert.’,
‘new junior cert’, ‘healthy canteens’, ‘Less homework – more time for exercise
and more time for activities outside school, socialising with family – this all effects
well-being’) and
• uniforms (‘wearing uniforms’, ‘school uniform’).
Overall, the theme ‘Education and school’ was ranked most important by the participating
young people, receiving 121 of the 416 votes cast.

Being myself
Ten tables considered the theme ‘Being myself’, and voted on the most important issues
that young people wished to have a say on, under this theme.
Table 4: Most frequent categories of comments on ‘Being myself’, by placemat section

Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Appearance

39

School/education

39

School/education

51

Hobbies/activities

32

Peer pressure

17

Appearance

23

Friends

30

Appearance

16

Family

18

Youth groups

25

Internet and media

14

Politics

16

Opinions/say

22

Family

11

Judgement

15

Young people said they would like to have more say in a number of areas, and most
comments were categorised as being related to school and education. Within this
category were issues such as where they went to school, subject choices and where
they could receive third-level education. In terms of within-school issues, young people
reported that they would like more say in relation to what they did in school and school
rules – particularly around uniforms and appearance, and having their voices heard
in school generally. Young people also reported that they did not have a say in issues
related to school, and the issues that were raised were broadly similar – covering subject
choices, school rules, where they went to school, and how the school system works.
The issue of appearance was also raised in these two sections. Young people said they
would like to have more say on their clothes, body art and hair. Similar comments were
made under the section ‘Don’t have a say’, and were supplemented by comments
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related to physical attributes such as eye colour, and make-up and hair colour/style.
The third issue that appears in the two sections is family. Family-related issues that
young people said they would like more say in include how the family operates in
terms of decision-making and lifestyle. By contrast, the issues they reported not having
a say in were more fixed, such as the family to which they belonged, and their family
background and income.
Voting on ‘Being myself’
The issues considered most important for young people to have a say on, under the
theme ‘Being myself’, were subsequently classified by the research team into the
following categories:4
• being stereotyped or judged (‘people judging each other’, ‘other people’s
opinions/views/assumptions of you (prejudices)’, ‘judgements based on looks’,
‘gender stereotypes’, ‘how LGBT community are accepted/perceived in Ireland’,
‘we have a say in who we want to be, but our family may not want us to be that
person – sexuality’, ‘being allowed/being accepted for who are’, ‘young people
have the freedom to do what they want, but by doing this they may be judged
and bullied’
• settings where you are not always permitted to express yourself (‘at school not
always listened to’, ‘at school you can’t be yourself’, ‘exams/school’, ‘school
rules’, ‘school rules regarding makeup, piercings, hair dye all forbidden’, schools
and adults don’t understand the importance of being yourself’, ‘school life –
system/uniform/mandatory subjects etc.’)
• structural factors (‘public transport’, ‘politics’, ‘government decisions i.e., voting
systems’, ‘serious issues, example global warming decisions that involve our
future welfare’)
• social and sporting activity (‘sports/football’, ‘where I go with friends’, ‘peer
pressure’, ‘social media’, ‘social life’)
• aspects of the self as an individual (‘your name’, ’your biology’, ‘religion’,
‘sexuality/gender identity’)
• family (‘family change’, ‘home’, ‘parental views’)
Overall, the theme ‘Being myself’ was ranked second most important by the
participating young people, receiving 76 of the 416 votes cast.

4

Each category is followed by written comments made by the young people participating in the workshop that
had been voted as important in the ‘sticky dot’ voting procedure. All original spelling is retained. The titles of the
categories were chosen via consensus by the research team.
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Transport and travel
Five tables considered the theme ‘Transport and travel’, and voted on the most important
issues that young people wanted to have a say on, under this theme.
Table 5: Most frequent categories of comments on ‘Transport and travel’, by placemat section

Have a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but needs
improvement

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Nothing

17

Conditions and
facilities

22

Cost

30

Options/choice

15

PT routes/access

13

PT frequency/times

26

Conditions and
facilities

9

PT frequency/times

10

Conditions and
facilities

24

Methods of
transport

8

Cost

10

PT routes/access

20

PT routes/access

5

Options/choice

5

Age

9

PT = public transport

The most interesting finding here is that the top-ranked category in the section ‘Have
a say’ was ‘Nothing’, indicating that the young people felt they had no say in anything
to do with transport and travel. Some young people commented that they had a choice
of transport options, such as whether or not to use public transport. Structural issues
emerged as the most highly ranked categories where young people report that they
do not have a say. These issues included the cost of transport and public transport
schedules and routes. Although such issues also ranked highly in the section ‘Have a say,
but needs improvement’, the comments made were primarily negative and indicated a
lack of input or consultation about public transport for young people.
Conditions and facilities emerged as highly ranked categories in all three sections. In all
cases the comments made referred to public transport. Young people reported that they
had no say in the physical conditions or accessibility of buses. They also commented on
the relationships between bus drivers and young people, luggage facilities and having
space or room on the bus. The issue of bus shelters and the entertainment facilities
provided on buses (radio stations/wifi availability) was also raised.
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Voting on ‘Transport and travel’
The issues considered most important for young people to have a say on, under the
theme ‘Transport and travel’, were subsequently classified by the research team into the
following categories:
• access (‘lack of bus stops in rural areas’, ‘routes/stops not frequent or enough’,
‘more transport networks in rural areas! Not a lot of opportunities to go places!’,
‘transport times are limited in rural places, we don’t have a say in time, which
we feel we need a say in’, ‘routes, timetables’, ‘timetables don’t always suit the
needs of young people’)
• costs (‘age classification’, ‘16/17 year-olds charged as adults’, ‘cost’, ‘if we
consider a child up to 18:- but then travelling you are an adult at 16:- prices
should be the same for a child up to 18’, ‘prices are too high for students’, ‘still
refused to extend Leapcards to all rural children because of cost – what do we
pay tax for?’) and
• miscellaneous (‘conditions of the roads’, ‘time not dependable’, ‘not consulted
on anything’, ‘special needs facilities’).
Overall, the theme ‘Transport and Travel’ was ranked third most important by the
participating young people, receiving 67 of the 416 votes cast.

Health and well-being
Three tables considered the theme ‘Health and well-being’, and voted on the most
important issues that young people wanted to have a say on, under this theme.
Table 6: Most frequent categories of comments on ‘Health and well-being’, by placemat section

Have a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but needs
improvement

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Physical activity

9

Mental health
services

5

Access to health
services

15

Diet

8

School

5

Diet

5

Access to health
services

8

Sexual health/
sexuality

4

Cost

5

Mental health
services

6

Facilities/services

4

Sexual health/
sexuality

5

Seeking support

6

Physical activity

3

General health

4
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Given the low number of placemats devoted to this theme – due to the low number of
young people who wished to discuss it – the number of comments, even in the most
highly ranked categories, was small. Physical activity, which is generally a voluntary
endeavour, ranked most highly in the section ‘Have a say’. The issue of diet ranked
highly in the two sections ‘Have a say’ and ‘Don’t have a say’, essentially mirroring the
comments made under the theme ‘Life at home’. Some young people reported that they
have a say about what they eat, and when, whereas others reported that they do not
have a say. Access to health services also ranked highly in both ‘Have a say’ and ‘Don’t
have a say’. The issue of the threshold for having your own medical consultations at age
16 emerged strongly in both sections. It appeared that some young people did not have
a say on when or why they went to a doctor or received medical services, whereas other
young people did have a say, and specifically referenced being able to obtain their own
appointments once they reached the age of 16.
Voting on ‘Health and well-being’
The issues considered most important for young people to have a say on, under the
theme ‘Health and well-being’, were subsequently classified by the research team into
the following categories:

• access (‘health service – what is available’, ‘doctors not available without parents
if your under 16’, ‘the way doctors treat young people and how difficult to
access them (money etc.)’)

• specific health issues (‘alcohol and drugs – a lot of young people find it hard not
to fall into peer pressure’, ‘what facilities are available for people with mental
health issues!’)

• sexual health (‘abortion’, ‘sexual health’, ‘birth control’) and
• miscellaneous (‘cut to your youth services and school’).
Overall, the theme ‘Health and well-being’ was ranked fourth most important by the
participating young people, receiving 57 of the 416 votes cast

Community and facilities
Six tables considered the theme ‘Community and facilities’, and voted on the most
important issues that young people wanted to have a say on, under this theme.
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Table 7: Most frequent categories of comments on ‘Community and facilities’, by placemat section

Have a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but needs
improvement

Clubs

19

Friends

Hobbies/activities

14

Local councils

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

14

General facilities

23

Clubs

12

School

22

9

Voice in the
community

9

Youth facilities

10

Free time

5

Local councils

8

Voice in the
community

9

Voice in the
community

5

Youth facilities

8

Community
planning

9

One category – ‘Voice in the community’ – emerged as highly ranked in all three
sections. The comments made strongly reflected young people’s frustration that they
are not listened to more, and their desire to contribute to improving their lives and
the lives of others. For example, they said that they want an opportunity to voice their
opinions and have their inputs taken seriously. It was recognised that young people
should organise and intervene, in order to have their voices heard, and that this would
be worth doing.
‘Youth facilities’ emerged as highly ranked in both ‘Have a bit of a say, but needs
improvement’ and ‘Don’t have a say’ sections. These comments included what facilities
were available for young people in their communities that were focused on young
people themselves, and the need for a greater range of facilities with better accessibility
for all young people. The value of Comhairle was raised in the ‘local councils’ category
in both the ‘Have a say’ and ‘Have a bit of a say, but needs improvement’ sections.
Young people commented that they have a say through their Comhairle, but student
councils in schools need to have more input.
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Voting on ‘Community and facilities’
The issues considered most important for young people to have a say on, under the
theme ‘Community and facilities’, were subsequently classified by the research team into
the following categories:
• Role of young people (‘improve young people’s recognition in the community’,
‘have a say in school/student council – needs to be taken more serious’,
‘community councils – discuss facilities – may not include young people’, ‘need
to improve how authority figures treat young people’, ‘the way our community
is run and the laws that are in place for our community as we can’t vote’, ‘youth
workers and volunteers’, ‘the local county council’)
• Improving and increasing facilities (‘facilities are damaged and worn, but nothing
is done to fix them ’, ‘need to improve what youth facilities are in town’,
‘improve the number and quality of youth spaces and facilities’, ‘more youth
facilities’, ‘building new facilities’)
• Financial (‘water charges coming in it hard to find the funding for cafes/clubs’,
‘water charges’) and
• Miscellaneous (‘what subjects are compulsory in school’, ‘victims of abuse’,
‘bus routes’)
Overall, the theme ‘Community and facilities’ was ranked fifth most important by
the participating young people, receiving 49 of the 416 votes cast.

Social life
Eight tables considered the theme ‘Social life’, and voted on the most important issues
that young people wanted to have a say on, under this theme.
Table 8: Most frequent categories of comments on ‘Social life’, by placemat section

Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Media/Internet

23

School

16

School

21

Friends/peers

21

Going out/places

13

Legislation/
governance

15

Activities and clubs

19

Media/Internet

12

Substance use

13

School

15

Friends/peers

10

Family

12

Going out/places

9

Facilities

10

Going out/places

10
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The categories that emerged during this analysis demonstrate clearly the range of settings
that young people experience, and which influence their lives. Thus, the comments cited
below refer to places where young people spend their time, e.g., school, clubs, family
and on the Internet, rather than narrowly focusing on social interactions with peers. Two
categories were highly ranked in two sections: ‘School’ and ‘Going out/places’. With
regard to ‘School’, there were broad similarities in the issues raised under ‘Already have a
say’ and ‘Have a say, but would like more’. These included choice of school and choice of
subjects and other co-curricular activities. Young people reported that they did not have a
say about who was in their classes, what teachers they have, school rules and procedures,
and when to leave school. Freedom to choose where to go, and with whom, formed the
main content of the category ‘Going out/places’, and the comments made were similar
across sections. Some young people reported generally being able to choose where they
go and with whom, whereas other young people were more restricted.
‘Media and Internet’ emerged as highly ranked in the sections ‘Already have a say’ and
‘Have a bit of a say, but would like more’. Young people reported having a say in which
media they use and who they choose to become contacts or friends with on those
media, but they have less control over access to wifi, media use in school, or who might
follow them on social media.
Voting on ‘Social life’
The issues considered most important for young people to have a say on, under the
theme ‘Social life’, were subsequently classified by the research team into the following
categories:

• school (‘what we are taught in school’, ‘mandatory subjects in schools’,

•

•

•

•

‘education – going to college – points from leaving cert.’, ‘school leaving age
i.e. 16’, ‘have a say in school about our homework because we get too much in
some subjects’, ‘our social life is taken up by school, study, etc.’)
parental views (‘don’t have a say in getting permission to do things that our parents/
guardians don’t want us to do e.g., drug use’, ‘going out and who your with – your
parents may dislike your friends’, ‘freedom of travelling to other countries’)
locations (‘social venues – depends on gender – more boys turned away from
nightclubs’, facilities for young people’, ‘where to socialise’, ‘who I stay with?,
where I go at night?’)
age (‘in the voting age – we’re too young to vote, but old enough to pay full
price in the cinema or on the train?’, ‘voting age’, ‘can’t vote’, ‘how I look
e.g., piercings, tatoos need permission if u18 – lower the consent age’)
miscellaneous (‘relationships’, ‘religion’, ‘on choices in the home’),
‘communication with youth facilities/facilitators – don’t just say yes, act on it’)
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• views of others (‘what others post on social media about you’, ‘our appearance’,
‘society how people act because of appearance’, ‘what I wear’) and
• money (‘most things cost money and we are broke’, ‘if you have enough money
to do something!’).
Overall, the theme ‘Social life’ was ranked sixth most important by the participating
young people, receiving 33 of the 416 votes cast.

Life at home
Nine tables considered the theme ‘Life at home’, and voted on the most important issues
that young people wanted to have a say on, under this theme.
Table 9: Most frequent categories of comments on ‘Life at home’, by placemat section

Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of a
say, but would like
more

Hobbies/activities

39

Going places

Food/diet

19

School

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

19

Food/diet

24

Appearance

18

Money

22

18

Friends

18

Family

20

Friends

16

Food/diet

17

School

16

Bedroom/space

15

School

15

Where you live

16

Young people recognised their autonomy in relation to their hobbies, interests and
sports, but a number of other categories emerged as important gaps for them. These
included having a say in going out, and in particular where they spend their time out of
the house. Personal appearance also emerged as an important issue, in the same way
that it emerged in the theme ‘Being myself’. Young people commented that they would
like more say in relation to their clothing, hair and body art.
Food and diet were commented on frequently in all three sections. In general, the
comments made within sections were very similar, reflecting different family approaches
to food. Some young people reported that they did not have a say in food shopping or
what was prepared for family meals, and these same issues were included in the section
‘Have a bit of a say, but would like more’, and, ‘Already have a say’.
Although this theme was titled ‘Life at home’, a number of non-home-related issues
were highly ranked, including school and friends. ‘School’ also emerged frequently in
all three sections and, once again, the same issues were raised across sections. Young
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people did not feel they had a say in whether they went to school or not, or which
school they went to. In general, they would like more input into their subject choices.
In the section ‘Already have a say’ young people raised their subject choices and which
school they went to. Again, this reflects the variety of experiences that young people
have of school.
‘Friendships’ ranked highly in the sections ‘Already have a say’ and ‘Have a bit of
say, but would like more’. Young people commented that they already have a say in
choosing their own friends, but that they would like more say in relation to who they
are allowed to spend time with and who they can invite to their homes.
Voting on ‘Life at home’
The issues considered most important for young people to have a say on, under the
theme ‘Life at home’, were subsequently classified by the research team into the
following categories:
• parents (‘young people should have a say in who they live with if their parents
are separated’, ‘your home situation example: if you have abusive parents – it’s
not your choice but you can try and stop it through different organisation’, ‘not
following in our parents footsteps’, ‘spending time with parents when desired’,
‘when or if your parents are working’, ‘not following in our parents footsteps’,
‘work/life balance’)
• social life (‘going out’, ‘going out to disco’s’ (x2), ‘where and when I can go out
(socially)’, ‘young people should have a say in their relationships and the freedom
and restrictions that come with this’, ‘who I can invite over to my house’)
• behaviours (‘where I can’t and can’t go (curfew)’, ‘what I can and can’t do’,
‘alcohol and drugs’, ‘young people should have a say on how they want to
dress!’)
• education (‘subjects for the L.C.’, ‘what college you go to’, ‘when deciding what
to do in college’, ‘special needs assistants (in education)’
• location (‘where you live’, ‘going/where I go to school’, ‘where we live’,
‘transport especially in rural places – limited’) and
• money (‘what I can spend money on’, ‘water charges’, ‘money (how we spend
our …)’.
Overall, the theme ‘Life at home’ was ranked the least important of the seven themes
by participants, receiving 16 of the 416 votes cast.
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Across the seven themes, and irrespective of the number of tables working on these
themes, there appears to be a clear pattern with regard to which issues were raised and
endorsed most frequently. What is of particular interest is that the most common or
popular issues were frequently repeated across sections. In other words, the same issues
were frequently raised in the ‘pizza slices’ titled ‘Have a say’, ‘Have a bit of say, but
would like more’ and ‘Don’t have a say’. To some extent, this reflects the complexity of
some of the issues involved, but it is also a reflection of the diversity of young people’s
experiences and living conditions.
To a great extent, the issues that were voted most important for young people to have a
say on were the same issues that were included by them most frequently on the placemats.
Therefore, the voted-upon issues are a good reflection of the earlier discussions and
decisions made by the groups on what to include on the placemats. Indeed, the voting is
most likely to have been influenced by those discussions and by the earlier decisions.
There are two areas where the results of the ‘sticky dot’ votes highlighted issues that
had not emerged as strongly in the text collected from the placemats. The first was the
issue of having a say about teachers, under the theme ‘Education and school’. While
issues around teachers and teaching were noted in the placemat text, the voting process
resulted in a greater emphasis on these issues. The second area where the placemats
and the voting differed was under the theme ‘Life at home’. Specifically, participants
voted more frequently that they wished to have a say on issues with regard to their
parents. However, this voting outcome was different from what participants had noted
on the placemats. Other, less stark differences emerged throughout all the collected
data, but were of less consequence to the voting outcomes or to the categorisation of
the text collected from the placemats.
Across themes, a number of issues emerged which were also considered important.
The clearest of these was ‘Education and school’. Although this was a theme in its
own right, issues related to ‘Education and school’ were voted on by young people
under three further themes: ‘Social life’, ‘Life at home’ and ‘Being myself’. Collectively,
these data illustrate clearly the importance of the school setting to young people, and
the extent to which they are interested in having more say at school and about their
education.
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Money was also considered important under the themes ‘Communities and facilities’,
‘Transport and travel’, ‘Life at home’ and ‘Social life’. This indicates the understanding
that young people have of the financial constraints on the services available to them and
the choices they have in their lives. Two further topics emerged across themes during
the voting process. The first, family, was considered important under the themes ‘Life at
home’, ‘Being myself’ and Social life’. The second, location, was considered important
under the themes ‘Travel and transport’, ‘Life at home’ and ‘Social life’.
The similarities emerging across themes, categories and votes strengthen confidence in
the data collected. Young people clearly link areas and dimensions of their lives, and this
is reflected in their workshop contributions and in the inter-connectedness of multiple
determinants of life quality and well-being. They have provided a clear indication of
where they would like to contribute, and about what issues. The challenge is to enable
this to happen.
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Appendix 1: Invitation to the Comhairle na nÓg
Showcase 2014
Dr. James Reilly TD,
Minister for Children and Youth Affairs invites you to

A Celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
and the Comhairle na nÓg National Showcase
The event will be addressed by An Taoiseach, Enda Kenny TD
Thursday, 20th November 2014
Croke Park Conference Centre, Dublin

10.45 - 13.00
The event will showcase the work of the 31 Comhairle na nÓg

Speakers will include:
• Paul Gilligan, Chair, Children’s Rights Alliance
• Young people who will speak about what children’s rights mean to them
• MC, Kathryn Thomas
RSVP to: citizenparticipation@dcya.gov.ie by Friday 14th November
#ComhairleShowcase2014

#25YearsUNCRC

30

During the afternoon,
500 young members of
Comhairle na nÓg will discuss
how effectively they have their
voices heard on issues that affect
them. They will vote on the aspect
of their lives in which children and
young people MOST need their
voices heard.

Appendix 2: Running order for Comhairle na nÓg
Showcase 2014

COMHAIRLE NA nÓG SHOWCASE 2014
10.00am

Registration

10.00am

Meeting of Joint Oireachtas Committee on Health and Children
with young people from Comhairle na nÓg

10.45am

Showcase of the work of the 34 Comhairle na nÓg

11.25am

Drummers Perform

11.35pm

Arrival of An Taoiseach, Enda Kenny TD

11.35pm – 12.30pm

Opening Ceremony
MC: Kathryn Thomas
• Representatives from Comhairle na nÓg deliver placards outlining
the UN Rights of the Child
• Speech by An Taoiseach, Enda Kenny TD
• Three young people speak about having their rights respected
through Comhairle na nÓg
• Speech by Paul Gilligan, Chair, Children’s Right Alliance
• Video Showcase on the work of the 34 Comhairle na nÓg
• Speech by Dr James Reilly, TD Minister for Children and Youth Affairs

12.40pm – 1.40pm

Lunch

1.50pm – 2.50pm

Young People’s Workshop Discussions

3.00pm

Closing Ceremony Commences
Closing Ceremony includes;
• Presentation and results of voting by the Comhairle na nÓg
National Executive
• Presentation of Certificates of Achievement to all Comhairie na nÓg
by Liz Canavan, Secretary General (Acting), DCYA

3.40pm

Closing Remarks:
Liz Canavan, Secretary General (Acting), DCYA
Anne O’Donnell, Head of Citizen Participation, DCYA

4.00pm

Close
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Appendix 3: United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child in child-friendly language
Article 1: Everyone under 18 has all these rights
Article 2: The right to be treated equally
Article 3: The right to have your best interests respected
Article 4: The right to have your rights made a reality by the government
Article 5: The right to be given guidance by your parents and family
Article 6: The right to life, survival and development
Article 7: The right to a name and nationality
Article 8: The right to an identity
Article 9: The right to live with parents, unless it is bad for you
Article 10: Families that are separated have the right to get back together
Article 11: The right to be protected from being taken abroad without consent/permission
Article 12: The right to have your say on matters affecting you
Article 13: The right to express yourself freely
Article 14: Freedom to think what you like and choose your religion
Article 15: The right to choose your friends and join or set up clubs
Article 16: The right to a private life
Article 17: The right to access information and be protected from harmful information
Article 18: The right to be brought up by both of your parents, if possible
Article 19: The right to protection from being hurt or badly treated
Article 20: The right to special protection if you don’t live with your family
Article 21: The right to the best possible care if you are adopted or fostered
Article 22: The right to special protection if you are a refugee
Article 23: The right to special care and education if you have a disability
Article 24: The right to health and healthcare
Article 25: The right to have your living arrangements checked if you are living in care
Article 26: The right to help from the government if you are poor or in need
Article 27: The right to a good standard of living
Article 28: The right to an education
Article 29: The right to an education that develops your personality and abilities
Article 30: The right to practise your own culture, religion and language
Article 31: The right to play and recreation
Article 32: Protection from child labour
Article 33: Protection from dangerous drugs
Article 34: Protection from sexual abuse
Article 35: Protection from kidnapping or being sold for any purpose
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Article 36: Protection from all other kinds of exploitation
Article 37: The right not to be punished in a cruel or hurtful way
Article 38: The right to be protected from war
Article 39: The right to help if you have been hurt, neglected or badly treated
Article 40: The right to be treated fairly by the justice system
Article 41: Respect for other laws that protect children
Article 42: The right to know about the Convention
Sources:
Children’s Rights Alliance (www.childrensrights.ie)
Ombudsman for Children’s Office (www.oco.ie)
UNICEF (http://www.unicef.org/crc/)
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Appendix 4: List of organisations which provided
examples of how their work supports the rights
of children and young people
Arc Adoption

Kids’ Own Publishing Partnership

Atheist Ireland

Kilkenny Child Care Committee

Barnardos
Children’s Mental Health Coalition

Law Centre for Children and
Young People

Children’s Rights Alliance

Macra na Feirme

Department of Education and Skills

Marriage Equality

Department of Health

Mental Health Commission

Department of the Environment,
Community and Local Government

MyMind

Early Childhood Ireland

No Name Club

Educate Together

One Family

EPIC – Empowering Children in Care

Pavee Point

Exchange House National Travellers
Service

Pobal

Foróige

SAOL Project Ltd

Gaisce – The President’s Award

Sonas

Healthy Food for All

Start Strong

International Adoption Association

The Integration Centre

Irish Girl Guides

The Irish Association of Youth Orchestras

Irish Refugee Council

UNICEF

Irish Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children

Waterford Child Care Committee

National Youth Council of Ireland

Riarthóir, Ógras

YMCA Ireland

Irish Student Support Union

Youth Work Ireland

Irish Youth Foundation
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Appendix 5: Workshop process
The workshop took place in a single large space in the Croke Park Conference Centre.
Young people were seated at circular tables, with approximately 10 young people at
each table. Participants had already chosen the particular theme to be discussed at their
table, and each table was provided with a ‘placemat’ designed to facilitate discussion on
the theme and to record young people’s views on the theme. The placemats were large
printed sheets of paper, with the theme printed in the centre of the sheet. The outer
circle of the sheet was divided into three ‘pizza slices’, with the headings ‘Already have
a say’, ‘Have a bit of a say, but would like more’ and ‘Don’t have a say’. The process of
data generation and recording was facilitated by youth participation officers, with each
officer facilitating two tables. The young people were encouraged to write in the ‘pizza
slices’ which aspects of their lives, under the given theme, they felt were the best fit for
the various headings. All required writing materials were provided at each table.
The overall process was centrally facilitated via electronic audio by a youth participation
officer, who guided the participants and the facilitators through the various stages of
the process. Nevertheless, there was some variation in how tables approached the tasks.
Observed variations included:

• At some tables, participants focused on each ‘pizza slice’ in turn, whereas at
other tables work was underway on all ‘slices’ simultaneously.
• At some tables, all or most participants wrote on the placemat, whereas at other
tables a small number of participants did the writing.
• At some tables, considerable discussion and search for consensus preceded any
writing on the placemats, whereas at other tables all generated and verbalised
ideas were written down.
In most cases, these variations in approach emerged naturally in that they were neither
explicitly discussed nor agreed by the participants. However, at a small number of tables
the variations in approach to the tasks were clearly proposed by either the facilitator or
by one or two of the young people who were taking a leadership role.
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Appendix 6: Briefing Note for Workshop Facilitators

National Showcase Facilitators briefing note
The workshop at the National Showcase is focused on young people’s right to have their
voices heard on decisions that affect their lives.
The purpose of this workshop is to find out where the young people feel they already
have a say, where they feel improvements need to be made and where they feel they
don’t have a say on the following parts of their lives:
• Transport and travel
• Life at home
• Health and well-being
• Education and school
• Being myself
• Community and facilities
• Social life
(Each colour denotes the Topic Zones – every young person will have a colour linking
to their topic choice on their name badge)
Background on topics: these topics were chosen as the aspects/parts of young people’s
lives in which they want a say by the young people who participated on the Showcase
Steering Committee through a consensus building workshop with DCYA.
Summary of method:
Each facilitator is responsible for covering two tables. Every young person has prechosen their topic. You will know before the workshop (on the day) what the first topic
the tables in your section are working on. Each table will have a Placemat on the table
(with approx. 10 young people per table) with three sections to cover for each topic.
First the young people will fill out the placemat looking at the topic they have chosen.
Segments of placemats:
• Already have a say
• Have a bit of a say but needs improvement
• Don’t have a say
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Picture of Placemat:
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When this is completed you switch the placemat with a table working on a different
topic (you will be informed in advance the table number you are to switch with). They
now review the placemat and fill in any additional ideas on the placemat.
The placemat is then returned to its original table and sticky dot voting takes place on
the second and third sections.
The session ends with all young people from the 50 tables voting on this question:

• On which one of these do you most want or need a say?
Options: (1) Transport and travel, (2) Life at home, (3) Health and wellbeing,
(4) Education and school, (5) Being myself, (6) Community and facilities,
(7) Social life
Every young person will have a VOTING CARD (provided in your facilitator packs) and
will cast their votes in the ballot box provided to your table.
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Making our voices heard

Facilitator’s role:
On the day you will find out which Topic Zone area you are in.
As there will be one facilitator for every two tables, the role of the facilitator is to keep
the young people on track at both of your tables. In addition to your guidance note step
by step instructions will be called out from the top of the room and are on the next page
for your information.
You will receive a facilitator’s pack at the briefing meeting on the day. In your pack (coloured
plastic envelope) there are all the materials you need for each table.
Contents of facilitators pack: markers, envelopes with sticky dots, voting cards, A4
colour card
Step by step of workshop methodology
Time

Step

Method and facilitators role

1.45

Arrival of young
people

• Facilitators role is to direct young people with

1.50

Introductions and
games

•
•
•
•
•

2.00

First Placemat

• Write the topic in the circle at the centre of

the colour responding to the topic they chose
• Please encourage the young people to sit at
the table number they’ve been allocated (also
on their name badge)
Quick round of introductions around the table
Games are announced from top of room
Eyed closed counting game
Finger thumb game
Facilitator to help young people if they are
confused at any point

the placemat
• Write table number in the top left corner
(in box provided)
• Encourage young people to fill out each
section of the placemat
• Young people can rotate the placemat around
the table to ensure everyone has opportunity
to work on all three segments.
continued
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Time

Step

Method and facilitators role

2.15

Switch Placemat

• Switch placemat with designated table
• Young people read placemat and add any
additional ideas

2.30

Second placemat

• Return placemat to original table
• Review additions and original ideas.

2.40

Sticky dot 1st
placemat

• Young people to vote on the most important

Vote on topics

• Every young person receives a voting card
• Young people encouraged to look at the 7

2.45

point in “Don’t have a say” and “Have a bit of
a say but needs improvement” segments.
• Handout sticky dots – 3 sticky dots per young
person
• Encourage young people to vote on the points
which are most important (i.e. not to vote with
the crowd) to them
• Help young people to identify the top three
ideas from their placemat and record on the
A4 coloured card provided in your pack.

options which will be up on screens in different
sections of the room.
• Young people submit their votes into the secret
ballot boxes which staff will be circulating with
throughout the room.
2.50

Return to Level 5

• Assist staff in escorting young people back
to Level 5 to the plenary room for the closing
ceremony.
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Appendix 7: Observations and commentary on workshop
The process of data generation and collection was fast and energetic; most of the
workshop activities were completed within one hour. Although groups were relatively
large, (with approximately 10 young people per table), and although the room was
noisy, (with 50 tables placed quite close together), there was generally a high level
of engagement in the process by the young people. The levels of enthusiasm and
contribution varied between and within groups. Some groups presented as more
considered and thoughtful in their approach, whereas others were boisterous and
talkative. During observations of the interactions within groups it became clear that
the level of energy ebbed and flowed during the workshop, although this was not
consistent across groups and was not related to the stage of the process that a particular
group was involved in.
Facilitators varied considerably in their approach to the groups. Some facilitators
appeared quite directive in their interactions with the young people, while others were
very ‘hands-off’. Many of the facilitators varied their approach and the style of their
interventions in accordance with the stage of the process and the level of engagement
with the process by the young people within the groups. The level of interaction within
groups was somewhat hampered by the physical size of the tables, which was large, and
by the fact that in some cases participants could hear people at an adjacent table more
easily than they could hear those sitting opposite them at their own table.
The young people were guided through the process by the combination of central
audio input and facilitators, and there was minimal confusion within groups as to their
tasks. Any such confusion was short-lived. All groups completed all aspects of the
process successfully and generated original representative data. The stage that posed
the greatest challenge logistically was the swapping of placemats between tables. The
matching of tables for swapping with was determined in advance of the workshop, and
in some cases, the respective tables were physically distant from one another, resulting
in some delays in the swapping process. In addition, the placemats were physically large,
and challenging to carry between the tightly packed tables.
Following the swapping of placemats, the young people were generally interested in the
comments and additions of their counterparts at the other table. The voting process was
speedy and clear-cut, with high levels of engagement from the young people, which
included considerable debate and lobbying for particular issues to be voted up or down.
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Appendix 8: Procedures for data analysis
1. Text from each placemat was transcribed manually into Excel software.
2. Each comment was typed into a separate cell of the spreadsheet. Original spelling
from the hand-written text was used.
3. Comments were organised into three sections: ‘Already have a say’, ‘Have a bit of a
say, but would like more’ and ‘Don’t have a say’, as categorised by the young people
themselves.
4. Any identifiable comments (e.g., names, social media names and drawings) were
omitted, as were derogatory comments about other people.
5. Data from placemats on each of the seven themes (‘Being myself’, ‘Community and
facilities’, ‘Education and school’, ‘Health and well-being’, ‘Life at home’, ‘Social life’
and ‘Transport and travel’) were grouped by theme. Thus, the text on the placemats
was not categorised individually by placemat; rather, all text collected from the
placemats on the same theme was categorised collectively.
6. Within themes, a pair of researchers together assessed and categorised the data
collected. At every stage, explicit data management procedures were followed in
order to protect against researchers interpreting the data provided by the young
people. The following guidelines were employed:
• No assumptions were made regarding the meaning of comments, and only their
textual content was used to categorise them.
• Comments with similar or matching words were grouped together.
• Where comments contained more than one possible theme, they were
categorised into the theme that corresponded most closely with the main/priority
idea in the comment.
• In rare cases, where the comment contained two clear, distinct and separable
ideas, it was split into separate themes.
• Theme titles were chosen to reflect the range of comments under that theme,
while also being as specific as possible.
• Participants’ language was used where it was agreed that the terms were
sufficiently broad or inclusive to represent the specific items in the category. In
other cases, the name was assigned by the research team via consensus.
• Where comments had no clear association with the theme, or did not make any
logical sense, they were categorised as ‘unclassifiable’.
• All categories were double-checked by two researchers working independently
of one another.
7. The occurrence of categories within themes was counted and recorded. These counts
were then used to provide an indication of the main recurring categories within each
of the three sections of the seven themes examined.
8. The same approach was taken to the categorisation and labelling of the comments
voted on by participants.
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Appendix 9: Observation notes for individual tables
Dimension

Comments/quotes

General observations

Agreement/disagreement

Confusion/clarity

Knowledge

Does sticky dot voting
reflect general discussion?

Enthusiasm/strength
of feeling

Group discussion/individual
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Appendix 10: Categorised comments by theme and section
A.10.1: Categories and numbers of comments on ‘Being myself’, by section
Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Appearance

39

School/education

39

School/education

51

Hobbies/activities

32

Peer pressure

17

Appearance

23

Friends

30

Appearance

16

Family

18

Youth groups

25

Internet and media

14

Politics

16

Opinions/say

22

Family

11

Judgement

15

School/education

16

Religion/beliefs

11

Opinions/say

10

Music

13

Mental health

11

Age restriction

9

Internet and media

11

Hobbies/activities

10

Sexuality

8

How you act

10

Self-expression

9

Your background

8

Choice of
behaviour

10

Friends

9

Career

7

Mental health

9

Going places

9

Internet and media

7

Career

8

Opinions/say

8

Peer pressure

7

How you treat
others

7

Sexuality

8

Home

6

Self-expression

6

Home

5

How you are treated

6

Religion/beliefs

6

Youth groups

5

Religion/beliefs

5

How you live

6

Judgement

5

Biology

5

Sexuality

6

Politics

5

Self-expression

4

Food

6

Career

4

Hobbies/activities

3

Interests

6

Substance use

3

Substance use

3

Ambitions

6

Self-image

3

Personality

3

Family

5

Health

2

Ambitions

3

Personality

5

Romantic
relationships

2

Mental health

3

Romantic
relationships

5

Personality

2

Gender

3

Home

5

Ambitions

2

Transport

3
continued
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Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

Going places

5

Money

2

Health

2

Health

4

Gender

2

Going places

2

Substance use

4

How you act

1

Money

2

Attitude

3

How you treat
others

1

Water charges

2

Money

2

Food

1

Socio-economic
status

2

Gender

2

Age restriction

1

Abilities

2

How you are
treated

1

Choice of behaviour

1

Youth groups

1

Judgement

0

Interests

1

Music

1

Politics

0

How you are treated

1

Food

1

Self-image

0

Music

0

How you live

0

Peer pressure

0

How you live

0

Choice of behaviour

0

Age restriction

0

Attitude

0

Attitude

0

Transport

0

Transport

0

Self-image

0

Your background

0

Your background

0

Interests

0

Biology

0

Biology

0

How you treat
others

0

Water charges

0

Water charges

0

Friends

0

Socio-economic
status

0

Socio-economic
status

0

Romantic
relationships

0

Abilities

0

Abilities

0

How you act

0

Unclassifiable

6

Unclassifiable

5

Unclassifiable

9
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No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Appendix 10: Categorised comments by theme and section

A.10.2: Categories and numbers of comments on ‘Education and school’,
by section
Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Subject choice

37

Subject choice

37

Subject choice

50

Student council

29

What happens in
class

22

School timetable

25

Extra-curricular
activities

24

Food

14

Dress code/uniform

22

Transition year

11

Student council

11

Individual
appearance

20

Subject level

9

Extra-curricular
activities

11

Teachers

19

School access

8

Dress code/uniform

10

General school rules

18

Teachers

7

School events

8

Teacher quality

17

Food

7

School outings

8

What happens in
class

17

Lunch/breaks

6

Subject level

7

Lunch/breaks

14

School participation

5

Teachers

7

Homework

9

School-going age

4

General school rules

7

State exams

9

School events

4

Homework

6

Student council

8

Peers

4

Third-level
education

6

Money/costs

8

Individual
appearance

3

Transition year

5

Student opinions

7

General school
rules

3

Teacher quality

5

Teaching material

7

Student opinions

3

Lunch/breaks

4

Transition year

5

What happens in
class

3

Student opinions

3

Teacher
miscellaneous

5

Additional support

3

Lockers

3

Exams

5

Dress code/uniform

2

Individual
appearance

2

School-going age

5

Bullying

2

Bullying

2

Lockers

5

State exams

2

Exams

2

Food

4
continued
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Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Technology use

2

School access

2

School outings

4

Homework

1

Money/costs

2

Technology use

4

Teaching material

1

Technology use

2

Gender issues

4

Water charges

1

Gender issues

2

School religion

3

School outings

1

Teaching material

1

Third-level education

3

Exams

0

School religion

1

Extra-curricular
activities

3

Gender issues

0

State exams

1

Peers

3

Lockers

0

Peers

1

School facilities

3

Money/costs

0

School facilities

1

Class location

2

School facilities

0

Water charges

1

Additional supports

2

School religion

0

Additional supports

0

School access

1

School timetable

0

Class location

0

Water charges

1

Teacher
miscellaneous

0

School participation

0

Bullying

0

Teacher quality

0

Teacher
miscellaneous

0

School events

0

Third-level
education

0

School timetable

0

School participation

0

Class location

0

School-going age

0

Subject level

0

Uncategorisable

10

Uncategorisable

9

Uncategorisable

4
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A.10.3: Categories and numbers of comments on ‘Life at home’, by section
Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Hobbies/activities

39

Going places

19

Food/diet

24

Food/diet

19

Appearance

18

Money

22

School

18

Friends

18

Family

20

Friends

16

Food/diet

17

School

16

Bedroom/space

15

School

15

Where you live

16

Going places

15

Family

13

Chores

10

Television and media

14

Money

13

Going places

10

Money

13

Study/homework

12

Religion/beliefs

10

Computers/Internet

12

Hobbies/activities

9

Rules/decisions

10

Relationships

12

Television and media

9

Television and
media

9

Sleep

12

Curfews

9

Risk behaviours

9

Appearance

11

Further education/
career

8

Curfews

8

Further education/
career

11

Computers/Internet

6

Transport

8

Music

10

Relationships

6

Computers/Internet

7

Study/homework

10

Independence

6

Holidays

7

Self-expression

8

Transport

6

Study/homework

7

Free time

7

Rules/decisions

6

Further education/
career

7

Chores

7

Bedroom/space

5

Appearance

5

Curfews

6

Holidays

5

Bedroom/space

4

Family

5

Chores

5

Friends

4

Holidays

4

Free time

4

Parents jobs

4

Pets

4

Music

4

Relationships

3

Phones

3

Sleep

4

Sleep

3

Work

3

Self-expression

4

Pets

3

Religion/beliefs

3

Religion/beliefs

4

Work

2

Healthcare

2

Risk behaviours

3

Healthcare

2
continued
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Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Transport

2

Pets

3

Lifestyle

2

Risk behaviours

1

Healthcare

2

Hobbies/activities

1

Lifestyle

1

Where you live

2

Free time

1

Rules/decisions

1

Phones

0

Music

1

Independence

0

Parents’ jobs

0

Self-expression

1

Where you live

0

Work

0

Phones

1

Parents’ jobs

0

Lifestyle

0

Independence

0

Unclassifiable

9

Unclassifiable

8

Unclassifiable

11
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A.10.4: Categories and numbers of comments on ‘Social life’, by section
Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Media/Internet

23

School

16

School

21

Friends/peers

21

Going out/places

13

Legislation/
governance

15

Activities and clubs

19

Media/Internet

12

Substance use

13

School

15

Friends/peers

10

Family

12

Going out/places

9

Facilities

10

Going out/places

10

Future/ambitions

8

Activities and clubs

8

Media/Internet

9

Substance use

8

Future/ambitions

7

Friends/peers

8

Music

8

Transport/travel

7

Facilities

7

How you act

6

Money

6

Age-specific rules/
norms

6

Sexual activity/
sexuality

6

Bullying

6

Curfew

6

Appearance

6

Curfew

6

Nightclubs/pubs

6

Having a social life

6

Family

6

Where you live

6

Relationships

5

Substance use

6

Money

5

Religion

4

Appearance

5

Relationships

4

Money

3

Relationships

5

Choice/opinion

4

Age specific rules/
norms

3

How people treat
you

5

Safety

4

Who you talk to

3

Access

5

Bullying

3

Self-expression

3

Free time

4

Who you are

3

Bullying

2

Sexual activity/
sexuality

4

Freedom

3

Free time

2

Nightclubs/pubs

4

Transport/travel

3

Curfew

2

Who you talk to

3

Access

3

Family

2

Peer pressure

3

Activities and clubs

2

Choice/opinion

2

How you act

2

Future/ambitions

2

Who you are

2

Freedom

2

Who you talk to

2

Freedom

2

Age-specific rules/
norms

1

Societal norms

2
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Already have
a say

No.

Have a bit of
a say, but would
like more

Where you live

2

Religion

1

Background

2

Safety

1

Choice/opinion

1

Religion

1

Facilities

1

Societal norms

1

Sexual activity/
sexuality

1

Transport/travel

1

Legislation/
governance

1

Anything

1

Legislation/
governance

1

Self-expression

0

Peer pressure

1

Nightclubs/pubs

0

Having a social life

0

What you can do

1

Societal norms

0

Who you are

0

How people treat
you

1

Anything

0

Safety

0

Free time

0

Background

0

Where you live

0

How you act

0

Peer pressure

0

Music

0

Self-expression

0

What you can do

0

Anything

0

Appearance

0

How people treat
you

0

Background

0

Having a social life

0

Access

0

What you can do

0

Music

0

Unclassifiable

7

Unclassifiable

8

Unclassifiable

8
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A.10.5: Categories and numbers of comments on ‘Community and
facilities’, by section
Have a say

No.

Have a bit of a
say, but needs
improvement

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Clubs

19

Friends

14

General facilities

23

Hobbies/activities

14

Clubs

12

School

22

Local councils

9

Voice in the
community

9

Youth facilities

10

Free time

5

Local councils

8

Voice in the
community

9

Voice in the
community

5

Youth facilities

8

Community planning

9

School

5

School

6

Clubs

6

National politics

5

Free time

5

Local councils

6

Adults and adult
issues

5

Adults and adult
issues

5

Hobbies/activities

6

Friends

4

Transport

4

Water

5

General facilities

4

Bullying

4

Community events

5

Community
networks

3

Community planning

3

Age

5

Religion

3

Health services

3

Transport

4

Clothes

2

Community events

3

People in the
community

3

Fundraising

2

Community
networks

2

Cost/price

3

Life

2

Hobbies/activities

2

Adults and adult
issues

2

Nothing/anything

2

People in the
community

2

Bullying

2

Choice

1

Prejudice

2

Free time

1

Water

1

Religion

1

Choice

1

Work

1

Water

1

National politics

1

Community planning

1

National politics

1

Work

1

Community events

1

Nothing/anything

1

Health services

1

Health services

0

General facilities

0

Prejudice

1
continued
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Have a say

No.

Have a bit of a
say, but needs
improvement

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Transport

0

Clothes

0

Services

1

Youth facilities

0

Fundraising

0

Friends

0

Bullying

0

Choice

0

Community networks

0

People in the
community

0

Life

0

Clothes

0

Prejudice

0

Work

0

Religion

0

Age

0

Age

0

Fundraising

0

Cost/price

0

Cost/price

0

Life

0

Services

0

Services

0

Nothing/anything

0

Uncategorisable

8

Uncategorisable

4

Uncategorisable

3
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Appendix 10: Categorised comments by theme and section

A.10.6: Categories and numbers of comments on ‘Transport and travel’,
by section
Have a say

No.

Have a bit of a
say, but needs
improvement

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Nothing

17

Conditions and
facilities

22

Cost

30

Options/choice

15

PT routes/access

13

PT frequency/times

26

Conditions and
facilities

9

PT frequency/times

10

Conditions and
facilities

24

Methods of
transport

8

Cost

10

PT routes/access

20

PT routes/access

5

Options/choice

5

Age

9

Travel cards

5

Roads

4

Safety

5

Cost

5

Cycling issues

4

Nothing

5

Travelling alone

3

Reliability

4

Roads

4

PT frequency/times

1

Public/private service

3

Do have a say

4

Age

1

Consultation with
users

3

Travel cards

3

Cycling issues

1

Methods of
transport

2

Options/choice

3

Safety

1

Parking

2

Public/private service

3

Water charges

1

Travel cards

1

Water charges

2

Roads

0

Safety

1

Consultation with
users

1

Do have a say

0

Age

0

Reliability

1

Public/private
service

0

Nothing

0

Methods of
transport

0

Consultation with
users

0

Do have a say

0

Cycling issues

0

Reliability

0

Water charges

0

Travelling alone

0

Parking

0

Travelling alone

0

Parking

0

Uncategorisable

9

Uncategorisable

8

Uncategorisable

6

PT = public transport
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A.10.7: Categories and numbers of comments on ‘Health and well-being’,
by section
Have a say

No.

Have a bit of a
say but needs
improvement

No.

Don’t have a say

No.

Physical activity

9

Mental health
services

5

Access to health
services

15

Diet

8

School

5

Diet

5

Access to health
services

8

Sexual health/
sexuality

4

Cost

5

Mental health
services

6

Facilities/services

4

Sexual health/
sexuality

5

Seeking support

6

Physical activity

3

General health

4

Risk behaviours

5

Diet

3

Mental health
services

3

Clubs/societies

4

Access to health
services

3

School

3

General health

4

Medication

3

Medication

3

Expressing yourself

3

Location

3

Facilities/services

3

School

2

Seeking support

2

Expressing yourself

1

Fun

2

General health

2

Opportunities

1

Sleep

1

Friends

2

Risk behaviours

0

Future/life

1

Risk behaviours

1

Physical activity

0

Sexual health/
sexuality

1

Clubs/societies

1

Sleep

0

Cost

0

Sleep

0

Clubs/societies

0

Medication

0

Cost

0

Seeking support

0

Location

0

Expressing yourself

0

Location

0

Facilities/services

0

Fun

0

Fun

0

Friends

0

Future/life

0

Future/life

0

Opportunities

0

Opportunities

0

Friends

0

Uncategorisable

1

Uncategorisable

0

Uncategorisable

2
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